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A delightfully inquisitive tour that explores the rich history and the subtle powers of fonts.Fonts

surround us every day, on street signs and buildings, on movie posters and books, and on just

about every product that we buy. But where do fonts come from and why do we need so many?

Who is behind the businesslike subtlety of Times New Roman, the cool detachment of Arial, or the

maddening lightness of Comic Sans (and the movement to ban it)? Simon Garfield embarks on a

mission to answer these questions and more, and reveal what may be the very best and worst fonts

in the world.Typefaces are now 560 years old, but we barely knew their names until about twenty

years ago, when the pull-down font menus on our first computers made us all the gods of type.

Beginning in the early days of Gutenberg and ending with the most adventurous digital fonts,

Garfield unravels our age old obsession with the way our words look. Just My Type investigates a

range of modern mysteries, including how Helvetica took over the world, what inspires the

seemingly ubiquitous use of Trajan on bad movie posters, and what makes a font look presidential,

male or female, American, British, German, or Jewish. From the typeface of Beatlemania to the

graphic vision of the Obama campaign, fonts can signal a musical revolution or the rise of an

American president. This book is a must-read for the design conscious that will forever change the

way you look at the printed word.
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You are looking at it right now, and if it is doing its job, you don't even notice it. It might represent a

creation that has taken centuries to come to its current state of perfection, or it might be something



that a dedicated specialist worked on for years and brought out a decade ago. It represents artistry

directed within a circumscribed realm. I am talking about the font in which these letters are

presented. Thirty years ago, fonts were usually the interest of only a select few in the printing world,

but now every computer is charged with fonts and everyone gets to be an amateur typographer

(technically, the font is a specific set of metal parts, or digital files, that allows reproduction of letters,

and a typeface is the design of letters the font allows you to reproduce, but you can see how the

words would get used interchangeably). Simon Garfield is not a professional typographer; his role is

bringing out fine nonfiction about, say, stamp collecting, history, or the color mauve. But he has an

amateur's enthusiasm for fonts, and communicates it infectiously in _Just My Type: A Book About

Fonts_ (Profile Books). This is not a collection of type designs, though there are many illustrations.

In most cases it won't help you in finding out what font you happen to be looking at (but it will tell

you how to do so in surprising ways). It is a book of appreciation for an art that is largely invisible,

but is also essential.I would not like to read pages set in any of the fonts in one of Garfield's last

chapters, "The Worst Fonts in the World." On the list is Papyrus, which caused a stir when it was

used extensively in the film _Avatar_. The expensive film used a free (and overused) display font,

and font fans noticed.
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